This note relates to sharing financial resources among clones. As the chart below illustrates, higher numbered realms have larger numbers of clones. Note: Although Realm 1 will have no clones, clones in this realm may encounter each other as graduates from other realms (at a later date).

Because clones cannot be ignored or excluded, you will need to dowse an amount of money they will need. If a clone is dependent on a relative, the relative will need to dowse how financial resources are to be divided.

Relatives who are saying Prayers, dowsing (Am I ok?) and volunteering will not expected to house, or provide for relations who are not doing the same.

If a clone obtains an Earth Recovery grant, Earth Recovery Grant Commission, or income from a Paid Internship, he/she will need to dowse how much to share with his/her clones (who are conscientious about staying on an Ascension path).

Disputes can be settled by dowsing.

Because God’s “three strikes and you’re out” rule will move uncooperative clones to higher numbered realms, these issues will be temporary.
If a clone graduates to a lower numbered realm (for good behavior), those who remain in a higher numbered realm will need to dowse a solution for related financial re-distribution.